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Business processes entail a large number of decisions that affect their business performance. The criteria used in
these decisions are not always formally specified and optimized. The paper develops a semi-automated approach
that improves the business performance of processes by deriving decision criteria from the experience gained
through past process executions. The premise that drives the approach is that it is possible to identify a process
path that would yield best performance at a given context. The approach uses data mining techniques to identify
the relationships between context, path decisions, and process outcomes, and derives decision rules from these
relationships. It is evaluated using a simulation of a manufacturing process, whose results demonstrate the po-
tential of improving the business performance through the rules generated by the approach.
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1. Introduction

Organizations conduct their operations through business processes,
designed to achieve their business goals. Business processes entail a va-
riety of decisions, such as the selection of a path from several available
ones, deciding on quantities, or resource assignment. These decisions
affect the outcome of the process and the success of achieving its goal.

Attempting to maintain and improve their business performance,
organizations employ various mechanisms to guide decision making
in business processes. These include process models, procedures and
regulations, and knowledgemanagement systems. Still, many times de-
cisions are based on application of personal knowledge, gained through
experience. When no formal decision criteria are available, humans rely
on their own sense-making and experience-based knowledge for deci-
sion making. Doing so, they typically relate to the specific situation
(case properties like patient's age) and select the option they find
most suitable for the situation andmost likely tomaximize the expected
results of the process.

The results or outcomes of a process can be assessed in twomain di-
mensions. First, a binary result indicating whether the process has
achieved its ‘hard’ goal, namely, a state the process intends to achieve
(e.g., ordered goods are supplied to the customer). Second, a result
which can be evaluated on a scale indicating the extent to which busi-
ness objectives have been achieved (e.g., time to delivery, quality
level, costs). This dimension is sometimes referred to as ‘soft’ goals
[28] or Key Performance Indicators (KPI). Both dimensions can be ad-
dressed as the business performance of the process.
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Improving the business performance of processes has long been
addressed. Process redesign initiatives [17] have been proposed mainly
for increasing the efficiency, and to a lesser extent also for providing
clear and effective decision criteria. However, such redesign typically re-
lies on human creativity, using data analysis as indication of improve-
ment opportunities.

This paper aims at developing a semi-automated approach that im-
proves the business performance of processes by learning and deriving
decision criteria formulated as decision rules from the experience
gained through past process executions. These executions are specific
instances of a defined process, hence they are termed process instances.
Our premise is that to learn and improve process performance over
time, three process elements need to be tied together. First, what has
been done in past process instances, namely, the actual paths that
have been followed and decisions made within the activities. Second,
we need to take into account the situations in which these executions
have taken place. We generally address these situations as the context
of each process instance [22]. Third, evaluate the outcomes or business
performance achieved in these executions, considering the goals of
the business process. Tying these three elements together should enable
us to identify decisions that lead to a high performance at a given con-
text, imitating the way a human learns from experience. Decision
rules derived accordingly are expected to improve this performance.

We note that approaches that support automated or semi-automated
learning from past experience have been proposed in various areas. In
the area of control systems, a closed loop model [21] provides feedback
about errors for the system to be adapted accordingly. However, our
aim is to improve performance in general, not focusing on errors. Case-
Based Reasoning (CBR) approaches (e.g., [4]) refer to past cases that
bear similarity to a current case, so applied courses of action can be
reused. In contrast to the approach taken here, CBR emphasizes case
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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similarity as a retrieval criterion, rather than the achieved outcome. In
addition, CBR retrieves specific relevant cases, whilewe aim to aggregate
knowledge from all past cases in the form of decision rules. Decision
techniques, such as Bayesian Networks [7], offer methods for extracting
knowledge from data. They are capable of addressing incomplete data,
learning causal relationships, and combining the use of a-priori domain
knowledge. However, to become applicable for business process learn-
ing, all these approaches need to be operationalized in this specific con-
text. To the best of our knowledge, an approach that specifically targets
improvement of business process decisions, considering the decisions
as well as their context and outcomes, is still missing.

Our approach is grounded as follows. Since the basic intention is to
discover knowledge from data, we operate in the general area of data
mining, long used for knowledge discovery [10]. Specifically dealing
with processes, we turn to process mining. One of the challenges iden-
tified for processmining in [3] is tomake predictions and recommenda-
tions for running process instances based on historical data. This
challenge is addressed in this paper.

In what follows, Section 2 presents conceptual foundations, formal-
izing the notions required for addressing the three process elements
discussed above. According to [3], log extraction should be driven by
formal questions to support formal analysis. The formal conceptual
foundation provides a basis for the data analysis performed later.
Next, in Section 3, we develop a learning procedure that uses mining
techniques to derive decision rules frompast process instances. The pro-
cedure is evaluated by applying it to simulated data in Section 4. Simu-
lation enables the generation of data representing a baseline set of
process instances, as well as a manipulated set, where decision rules
can be evaluated. In Section 5, we discuss the findings and their implica-
tions and then review relatedwork in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and
future research directions are provided in Section 7.

2. Conceptual foundations

This section discusses the three process elements required for learn-
ing from experience, namely, path, goal, and context, and provides a
conceptual basis on which learning can build. We start by presenting
the process view that underlies our analysis.

2.1. Processes and process paths

As a basic process view we use the Generic Process Model (GPM)
[28,29], which is a formal framework based on Bunge's ontology [6], de-
signed for process analysis.We use this view for several reasons. First, as
opposed to many commonly used process modeling languages which
are activity-based, GPM is state-based. Hence, it is capable of capturing
a wider range of information about process execution than purely
activity-based models. Second, GPM provides well-defined means for
capturing the context of a process. Third, GPM addresses goals as an in-
tegral part of a process model, thus it facilitates the assessment of how
successful a process instance is.

Consider, for example, a bottle production process, where a mixture
of new and recycled rawmaterial is prepared. An activity-based process
model would present this as an activity; a state/transition model (e.g.,
Petri net)would present this as a transition afterwhich the rawmaterial
mixture is ready. In both, the decision regarding the % of new and
recycled material to be used would not be explicitly represented if this
point of control has not a priori occurred as such. GPM presents the
state that follows the material preparation, specifying the % of recycled
material, thus it makes the related decision explicit, and enables process
mining to treat the different % ranges as different pathways. In addition
tomaking the decision explicit, GPM supports representation of context
properties (e.g., bottle size) and goals (maximize quality, minimize
cost). It is hence possible to mine past process instances and, for exam-
ple, indicate that for bottles smaller than 200 cc, a mixture of over 30%
recycledmaterial yields severe quality problems, while for larger bottles
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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up to 60%would be acceptable. Since using lower shares of recycledma-
terial in the mixture increases the quality in general, but also increases
the total cost, such findings can promote both quality and cost-related
goals.

The focus of attention in GPM is the domainwhere the process takes
place. The process domain is represented by a set of state variables,
whose values at a moment in time denote the state of the domain. A
state can be unstable, in which case it will transform according to the
transition law of the domain, or stable, namely, it will not change unless
invoked by an event in the environment (external event). GPM views
an enacted process as a set of state transitions in the process domain.
Transitions occur either within the domain (due to its transition law),
or by actions of the environment on the domain. A process ends when
the domain reaches a desired (goal) state, which is stable and where
no more changes occur.

A processmodel is an abstract representation of the process, defined
as follows.

Definition 1. GPM process model.

A process model in a given domain is a tuple b I, G, L, EN, where:

I: the set of possible initial states — a subset of unstable states of the
domain.
G: the goal set — a subset of the stable states reflecting stakeholders'
objectives.
L: the transition law defined on the domain — specifies possible state
transitions as mappings between sets of states.
E: a set of relevant external events that can or need to occur during the
process.

Note that sets of states are usually specified as a partial assignment
of values or as conditions that should hold on the values of part of the
domain state variables.

While Definition 1 relates to a process model, our intention in this
paper is to learn from past process instances. For this, we need to
address the actual paths followed in these instances. While the law
specifies lawful state transitions between sets of states, a path is a se-
quence of specific states, each denoted by the values assumed by all
the state variables of the domain.

Definition 2. Path.

A process path is a sequence of states from an initial unstable state (in I)
to a stable state where the process ends.

Addressing a path as a sequence of states (as opposed to the com-
monly used sequence of activities) enables capturing all the decisions
that are taken, some relating to activity selection and some to decisions
made within activities (e.g., what quantity to order). The latter cannot
be captured by an activity-based process view, which only captures de-
cisions that are associated with splits in the process model, namely, ac-
tivity selection and ordering.

2.2. Process goals

For the purpose of process improvement and learning, it is vital to
have defined goals. As evident from Definition 1, the goal is an integral
part of GPM's process model. The goal, which is a set of stable states the
process intends to achieve, is a hard goal, measured on a binary scale. In
a given instance of the process, the final state on which the execution
terminates is either in the goal set or not. When a process instance
terminates on a stable state which is not in the goal set, we term this
an exception state, and the set of all exception states is termed EX
(G∩EX=∅). For example, in a sales process the customer might have
received goods, paid with an invalid credit card, and cannot be located
anymore. In this case, the state of the process domain is stable, namely,
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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it cannot be changed by actions of the organization, but it is not in the
goal set since such situations are outside the scope of the processmodel.

Definition 3. Termination state.

The final state t of a process instance is termed its termination state, t
∈G∪EX.

To improve the business performance of the process, we should seek
to avoid exceptional situations or to minimize their occurrence over
time.

In addition to the hard goal, organizations usually have business ob-
jectives that are associatedwith their business processes and supported
to different extents by different process instances. These are not
measured on a binary scale hence we refer to them as soft goals.

Definition 4. Soft goal.

A soft goal is a preference order relation of states in the goal set.
Soft goals are typically operationalized as performance indicators,

used for assessing success level in meeting the business objectives. For
example, in the above mentioned sales process such performance indi-
cator could be time to delivery, so supplying goods in two days is higher
ranked than in two weeks (although both are goal states). There might
be several, sometimes conflicting, soft goals associatedwith a givenpro-
cess. When attempting to improve process performance, it is essential
to understand what should be improved and how it can be measured.
If several performance indicators exist, a clear objective needs to be de-
fined for that endeavor, selecting from or combining the different
indicators.

2.3. Process context

Context usually refers to aspects of a situation that affect the execu-
tion of a process. We need a practical definition of context to support
predicting what path would yield best outcome for a given context.
GPMmakes a clear distinction between the process domain and its envi-
ronment. Based on this distinction, context refers to all the environmen-
tal effects on a process instance. In particular, these include specific case
properties, which are known when the process initiates (at a state in I),
and external events which occur in the environment during the process
and affect the state of the domain through mutual state variables.

Definition 5. Context.

The context C of a process instance is a tuple C = bs0, XN, where s0∈I is
the initial state of the process and X is a set of external events that occur
during execution.

Note that the events in X are represented in terms of the change they
cause to the domain state, namely, to the values of state variables. These
events can be included in E, but not necessarily, since E only holds ex-
pected external events. As experience is gained through process execu-
tions, E can be extended with event types that have occurred. However,
we can never assume that all the possible external events are known in
advance and are included in E. Also note that s0 captures all the case
properties that are known when the process initiates (e.g., the age of a
patient, the type of the customer, etc.).

Having defined all the necessary elements, we can nowdefine a pro-
cess instance, which is a specific execution of the process.

Definition 6. Process instance.

An instance of a process whose model is b I, G, L, EN is a tuple bC, P, tN,
where C is the context of the process instance, P is its path, and t its termi-
nation state.

Note that this definition relates to an already completed process
instance, while a currently running instance has a partial path and no
termination state.
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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Themain premise taken in this paper is that for different contexts, dif-
ferent paths would lead to desirable performance outcomes. However,
context information can be very rich, while the actual effect on the pro-
cess is only caused by a subset of the state variables involved. To be able
to analyze processes in their relevant context, we need to distinguish
the relevant context properties from the irrelevant ones, and this is a
hard task. Techniques for establishing such distinction have been pro-
posed [8,11,12]. Still, in practice, this distinction usually relies on domain
knowledge of the process designer or operator. Process designers can
embed somecontext-relateddecisions into theprocessmodel (e.g., assign
a certain path for business customers), but thesewill only address specific
andmost obviously influencing context variables. Process operatorsmake
decisions at runtime, based on the specific situation (or context) and their
knowledge-based estimation of which actionwould increase the chances
of successful process termination. The knowledge applied is usually tacit
knowledge, building on their experience in a non systematic way, and
not necessarily shared with other operators of the process. Furthermore,
there is no evidence that process operators are even aware of the entire
set of context variables and understand their effect on the process. It
can hence be assumed that our knowledge of the process context and
its effects is partial. Having a full knowledge of the context variables
that affect the process, we could classify each process instance based on
its context in a way which is meaningful for predicting its outcome. We
term the criteria for such classification ideal context categories.

Definition 7. Ideal context category.

An ideal context category CC is a predicate over context variables such
that for process instances where the predicate evaluates to TRUE, following
similar paths implies reaching similar termination states. Let i,j be process
instances, CC(i) = CC(j) = True, then if Pi is similar to Pj, ⇒ ti is similar
to tj.

Not having the full knowledge required for establishing the ideal
context categories, we settle for approximate context categories,
which rely on the partial context knowledge that is available. Like
ideal context categories, approximate context categories are predicates
over context state variables. However, similar paths taken byprocess in-
stances of the same context categories do not imply similar termination
states with certainty. Rather, they increase the likelihood of reaching
similar termination states and the accuracy in which the termination
state can be predicted. Since, as discussed, we only have partial context
knowledge, herein we use the term context categories referring to
approximate ones.

In summary, theGPMviewprovides a basis for learning and improv-
ing process decisions based on past experience. Using this view, the pro-
cess instance definition sets requirements for the data needed for
learning, namely, context data, path data including state variable values
at each process step, and a termination state, denoting the performance
outcomes of the process instance (in terms of hard and soft goals). Fur-
thermore, the above discussion indicates that learning should use some
knowledge about the context in the form of approximate context cate-
gories. The next section describes a learning procedure that builds on
this model.

3. The learning procedure

This section presents the proposed approach for learning and im-
proving decisionmaking in processes, based on accumulated experience.

3.1. Overview of the learning approach

The proposed approach uses machine learning techniques for sys-
tematically deducing from accumulated experience what paths are
more preferable for process instances of given context categories, in-
creasing the likelihood of achieving high performance executions. To
this end, a prerequisite is the existence of an experience base, namely,
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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recorded data of past executed process instances. Following the discus-
sion in Section 2, this data should include for each process instance
values of context state variables (initial state and external events), the
specific sequence of states traversed through the actual path, and its
termination state. We also assume that approximate context categories
have been established, either based on domain knowledge or through
the application of an automated context identification procedure
(e.g., [11,12]). The proposed learning procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Step 1 in the procedure is to define the objective to be achieved by
learning. This objective relates to the soft goals associated with the pro-
cess. However, there might be several soft goals, even contradicting
(e.g., minimizing cost vs. maximizing product quality). The learning ob-
jective should be well defined and measureable for a given process in-
stance. It may relate to a single selected soft goal (if one soft goal is
identified as dominating other ones) or to a weighted combination of
several soft goals. Since this is more common, we hereafter relate to a
weighted soft goal combination as representing the learning objective.

In Step 2 of the procedure, the knowledge base is screened so pro-
cess instances, for which the defined objective is irrelevant, are filtered
out. As an example, consider a learning objective of time to delivery.
This is not applicable for process instances where delivery has not
been made, so these instances are filtered out and not used for further
analysis. Note that this screening has the drawback that exceptional ter-
minations, which could provide valuable information for learning, are
not taken into account. On the other hand, it provides a common basis
for evaluation of the process instances that are considered, and enables
a fine-grained analysis based on the defined weighted soft-goal combi-
nation. As discussed below, special attention is given to avoid an in-
crease in the occurrence of exceptional terminations.

Based on the premise that different context categories should entail
different paths for achieving higher performance, the next three steps of
analysis are performed separately for each approximate context catego-
ry. We assume that although these context categories are approximate,
they exhibit some degree of uniformity. Hence, analyzing their behavior
separately can reveal fine-grained differences in the relationship be-
tween process decisions and the achieved performance. Should the
analysis relate to all process instances without separating the context
categories, the range and variety of behaviors would be too broad for re-
vealing these fine-grained differences.
Fig. 1. Learning proced

Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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In Step 3, for a given context category, the process instances that are
in the category are evaluated for their weighted soft goal achievement.
The evaluation is done separately for each context category since perfor-
mance assessment can be context-dependent. For example, quality
standards for medical products are higher than for chemicals. The out-
put of this step is a performance score associated with each process in-
stance. The performance scores are defined on a discrete scale to
facilitate the next analysis steps.

Step 4, pathmining, aims to establish the relationship between con-
text, path and performance. It uses a decision tree growing algorithm
where path and context of a process instance are the independent var-
iables, while the achieved weighted soft goal scores are the dependent
ones. We further elaborate on this step later on. The result is a set of
decision paths,which, for the given context category and based on addi-
tional context information, provide predictions of process instance per-
formance. Based on this, the procedure identifies the best performing
path for the context category and formulates decision rules for that cat-
egory accordingly. This is done in Step 5. Finally, in Step 6 the suggested
decision rules are evaluated by a domain expert and approved before
they can be embedded into the process model.

3.2. Establishing relations between context, path decisions, and outcomes

This section describes the details of Step 4 — path mining, which
trains a decision tree and is a main step of the LPM procedure. The
input to this step is the data of past process instances of an approximate
context category, represented according to the GPM view discussed in
Section 2. Belowwe discuss how the data representation should enable
and support learning.

3.2.1. Context representation
Context representation: as noted, the analysis is performed separately

for each approximate context category. However, since these categories
are approximate, context variables which are not accounted for in the
context category definition might still affect the process. For example,
for a bottle manufacturing process assume an approximate context cat-
egory of cosmetic products (defined by the variable of product market
type). The path outcome performance relation might also be affected
by other variables, such as the product size. Note that if the initial
ure architecture.

cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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approximation of context categories is very accurate, namely, the ap-
proximate context categories are actually the ideal ones, then all the af-
fecting variables are accounted for and the decision path that leads to
best outcome performance for that context category can easily be iden-
tified. However, as discussed, our knowledge of the affecting context
variables is partial. To overcome this, we let the decision tree growing
algorithm consider all context variables (not only those that are part
of the context category definition) and evaluate the ones that correlate
with the outcome performance.

3.2.2. Path representation
Path representation: GPM addresses a path as a sequence of states

whose changes are results of activities and external events. We would
like to capture differences in the decisions entailed in process instances
and abstract from minor activity ordering deviations. These decisions
would be reflected in values of state variables that form the output of
activities.

Still, not all the decisions are equally important, as some decisions
might affect the process performance while others may not. For exam-
ple, assume all the workers are equally skilled and motivated. The deci-
sion of worker assignment is hence not expected to have any effect on
the outcome performance of the process. We cannot, however, tell in
advance which decision affects the outcome and how, since this knowl-
edge is usually not available.We expect the decision tree to discover the
most important decisions and their criteria. To this end, the path repre-
sentation of each process instance should include all the state informa-
tion throughout the process, structured so that similar decisions in
different process instances can be identified.

3.2.3. Outcome performance representation
Outcome performance representation: the outcome performance re-

lates to the termination state of the process instance. For our purpose,
outcome performance should be represented to reflect the extent to
which the process instance meets the business objective. In other
words, the outcome is represented as a measure indicating hard
and soft-goal achievement, quantified through an objective function
(e.g., weighted soft-goal value).

Following this high-level discussion, we now turn to a more techni-
cal level of data representation and specific methods. The input used for
thedecision tree training consists of process instances, each represented
as a vector which includes all state variable values along the process as
independent variables, and the outcome performance achieved as a de-
pendent variable. The input vector includes the initial state followed by
the state (output variable values) following each of the process activi-
ties and external events, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Using the context and path vector as independent variables, a deci-
sion tree is grown, with performance in terms of the weighted soft
goal value as dependent variable. In general, decision tree growing algo-
rithms use a top-down induction, identifying at each step a splitting cri-
terion of the population to determinewhich variable is best to split that
portion of the population represented by a node. The splitting process
ends when no criterion is found for further splitting the node popula-
tion, or when just a few instances remain in a node. Specifically, we
use a modified Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID)
growing decision tree algorithm to construct the decision tree that rep-
resents the path groups and their relationships [19]. CHAID is a com-
monly used algorithm for decision tree training. Applied to our data, it
tries to split the process instance data of context and path into nodes
that contain instances whose dependent variable value (the soft-goal
weighted score) are the same. The tree is used in our approach as a
basis for proposing improved decision rules. We now discuss and for-
malize the structure of the tree usingDefinitions 8–10, and then present
the rule generation algorithm that builds on this formalization.

The tree includes nodes and edges (see example in Fig. 3). The root
node n0represents all the process instances included in the data, and
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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each node nk represents a certain population of instances. A node nk is
associated with a distribution of its instance population.

Definition 8. Node distribution.

Let nk be a node in the tree. Its distribution d(nk) is a vector b x1,x2,…
xrN, where r is the number of weighted soft goal possible values1 and xi is
the percentage of the node instances whose weighted soft goal score is
ranked i (1 is the highest score, r is the lowest).∑ i = 1

r xi = 1.
The distribution of each node in Fig. 3 is represented by a bar chart in

that node. A parent node is connected by edges to its child nodes, split-
ting its instance population. Leaf nodes have no children. The edges
have conditions by which the instances of the parent node are split
into the child nodes.

Definition 9. Edge condition.

Let e = (nk, nj) be an edge connecting a parent node nk to a child nj. The
edge condition of e,c(e),is a predicate over one state variable, such that the
process instances of node nj are a subset of the process instances of nk, sat-
isfying c(e).

In Fig. 3, the state variables used for splitting the population are x1, x2,
x3, x4, and the edge conditions are specified for each edge (e.g., C2(x1)).
Note that the splitting state variable can relate to the context of the pro-
cess (e.g., x2) or to a decision made (e.g., x1). Accordingly, the edge con-
dition can be a contextual condition (e.g., referring to a patient's state) or
a decision-related one (e.g., selecting an activity). At each node, the algo-
rithm uses a chi-square test to determine the state variable that can best
explain the performance variance of the instances of this node, and sets
the edge conditions leading to its descendants accordingly. When all
the instances of a node have the same soft goal score orwhennovariable
that can explain the variance is found, no children are generated and the
node becomes a leaf node. The edge conditions form the basis for
obtaining the semantic definition of a node in the tree.

Definition 10. Node semantics

Let nj be connected to the root node by a path, whose edges are e1,…ek.
The semantic definition of nj is a predicate smt(nj)≡Λi = 1

k c(ei); all the
process instances of nj satisfy smt(nj).

As an example, in Fig. 3 the semantic definition of node N2 is
smt(N2) = C2(x1) and of node N4 is smt(N4) = C3(x1) AND C4(x2).

Although CHAID aims to split the root node into uniform nodes, each
containing process instances of the same performance score, not all the
formed nodes are uniform. For example, in Fig. 3, nodes 6, 7, and 10 are
uniform, as can be seen by the single column in the bar graphs. The se-
mantic definition of such nodes is hence very useful for predicting per-
formance for the respective combinations of context and decisions
made in the process. In contrast, node 8 is not uniform, as it contains
process instances with different levels performance. This is a leaf
node, meaning that the algorithm was unable to further split it in a
meaningful way to achieve a more uniform grouping of these process
instances. It is hence hard to predict the performance level of process in-
stances that entail the context-path combination it stands for.

3.3. Formulating decision rules

In Step 5, the decision tree serves as a basis for identifying improved
decision criteria, formulated as decision rules, semi-automatically. Can-
didate rules are proposed automatically, and then they are evaluated
and consolidated by humans (in Step 6). Furthermore, inapplicable
rules can drive human-initiated exploration of the data, yielding addi-
tional rules. Eventually, the rules should bepresented to domain experts
for evaluation and approval.
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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Fig. 2. Input context and path vector structure. Note that the vector includes all the activity executions and the values they assign to their output state variables along theprocess (including
repetitions of activities due to loops).
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3.3.1. Candidate rule generation
Two preparation steps are performed prior to the generation of

rules. First, nodes that include a low number of instances are pruned.
A threshold of instance percentage should be determined (e.g., with re-
spect to the overall standard deviation of the tree), so branches whose
number of instances is below this threshold are pruned.

Second, an evaluation function of the performance of the population
in each leaf node needs to be defined. The evaluation function should
enable a relative ranking of nodes that share a common parent node.
We do not prescribe this function as it should be based on domain ex-
pert considerations. It would be easy to rank leaf nodes whose instance
population is uniform based on their relative performance. However,
when the nodes have a mixed instance population, the evaluation func-
tion can use different strategies, which could relate to the average soft
goal score of the node's population, the most probable score in a node,
down-scoring nodes that include instances whose score is below a cer-
tain threshold, etc.

The rule generation algorithm generates two types of candidate
rules: a positive rule, supporting the selection of a certain node (by
selecting a respective value of a decision variable), and a negative rule,
for avoiding a certain node. Considering a parent node np, related to a
child node nc by an edge whose condition addresses a decision variable
xi, the rules are specified as follows:

Positive(np,nc):Ifsmt(np), then select a value of xi that satisfies c(np,nc).
Negative(np,nc):Ifsmt(np), then avoid a value of xj that satisfies c(np,nc).

The algorithm makes a distinction between split criteria that relate
to decision variables and those relating to context variables. The values
Fig. 3. Decision tree example. The bar chart in each node contains 3 bars, one per each possibl
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of decision variables are controlled and determined by the process deci-
sions. Hence, split conditions related to these variables form a basis for
decision rules. In contrast, context variables are not controlled by the
process. At run time, they can be known and serve as input for decisions
(e.g., the age of a patient). Hence, splits that address context variables
will not yield decision rules, butwill be used by decisions at lower levels
of the tree. Accordingly, each parent node in the tree ismarked either as
a decision node or as a context node, depending on the split variable of
its outgoing edges.

Based on this distinction, for sub-trees that include only decision-
related splits, decision rules can be formulated at every split, favoring
the node whose score according to the evaluation function is highest.
Hence, once the leaves are evaluated using the evaluation function, a
parent's evaluation is determined as the maximal score achieved by its
descendants. In the example of Fig. 3, for the sub-tree whose root
node is N1, a candidate rule Positive(1,6) will be generated, and the
score of N1 will be equal to that of N6 (its highest-score child).

In contrast, splits related to context variables do not yield rules, since
the context of each specific process instance will only become known at
run time. If decision-related splits appear above (i.e., closer to the root
than) context-related splits in the tree, candidate ruleswill be generated
only for a child node which is clearly superior (positive rule) or inferior
(negative rules) to anypossible outcome that canbe reached(depending
on context) down the tree.

In the example of Fig. 3, the split at the root node relates to x1
(a decision variable). It leads to N1 (that can be scored according to
its descendants), N2 (that can be scored as a leaf), and N3 (that will
not be scored since it is a context node). N2 has a high probability
e value of soft goal score on a discrete scale of Excellent, Acceptable and Poor performance.

cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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of poor performance, which is clearly worse than every context-
dependent descendant of N3 (N4 and N5). Hence, the algorithm will
formulate a Negative(0,2) rule.

The algorithm applies a Depth-first (DFS) recursive function
(Scoring) to the root node of the tree. The function, specified in pseudo
code in Listing 1, calculates the nodes scores and generates candidate
rules as discussed above.

As an example, the following rules will be generated for the tree in
Fig. 3, using an evaluation function that prefers the node whose proba-
bility of excellent performance is higher, and ranks nodes whose per-
centage of unacceptable performance instances is above 10% as
unacceptable.

Positive(n1,n6):If C1(x1), then select a value of x3 that satisfies C6(x3)
Positive(n4,n11):If C3(x1) AND C4(x2), then select a value of x3 that
satisfies C7(x3).
Positive(n5,n8):If C3(x1) AND C5(x2), then select a value of x4 that
satisfies C8(x4).
Negative(n0, n2):Always avoid a value of x1 that satisfies C2(x1).

Note that not all the automatically generated rules are necessarily
applicable, thus they require further human consideration through
rule consolidation or data exploration.

3.3.2. Rule consolidation
Consolidation is a manual task. It examines the candidate rules that

have been suggested and considers several factors. First, it looks for sever-
al rules that relate to the same decision variable or for a decision variable
addressed by several different levels in the tree. If such are found, itmight
be possible to formulate a single rule addressing different possible values
of the decision variable at different situations. Second, the tree growing al-
gorithm relates only to the significance of the correlation between state
variables and the achieved performance, not considering the decisions'
order according to the process model.2 Hence, some candidate rules
might imply dependence of a decision that should be made at an early
step of the process on one that is taken later. Such rules are not directly
applicable for decision making. Consolidation of several rules together
can sometimes overcome this. Finally, some phrasing adjustment of the
rules would make them easier to use by humans during the process.

3.3.3. Human-initiated exploration
Rules that remain inapplicable after consolidation can serve as a

driver for human-initiated exploration, intended to reveal correlations
which have not been evident from the tree (they might be less signifi-
cant than the ones identified already). For example, assume that accord-
ing to the process model the value of the decision variable x4should be
determined earlier in the process than the variable x1which appears at
a higher level in the decision tree. Then Positive(n5,n8) is not applicable.
The user can generate separate decision trees, each for a different value
of x4. When each decision tree has a constant value of x4, its general im-
pact on the performance can be assessed. This would enable evaluating
the impact of this decision in situations that donot appear in the original
tree and deriving applicable rules accordingly.

4. Evaluation

4.1. Evaluation strategy

Wehave evaluated the proposed approach by applying it to the data
of simulated process instances of a plastic bottlemanufacturing process.
2 Note that CHAID can be applied in a controlledmanner, following the feasible decision
order. However, this constraint might cause the algorithm to disregard some significant
correlations and affecting variables. We hence decided to use the algorithm in an uncon-
strained manner.
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Simulating this process, we have obtained a set of process instances,
each having complete data of its context variable values, execution
path, and termination state. It was then possible to apply our learning
procedure based on this data and obtain decision rules for improving
the process outcome performance. Furthermore, in real life, improve-
ment can only be evaluated after the recommendations are implement-
ed and data of a sufficient number of process instances that follow these
recommendations becomes available. In contrast, simulation makes it
possible to generate a new set of process instances where the proposed
decision rules are applied. Then improvement can be evaluated by com-
paring the outcome performance achieved by the new instances to that
of the first set.

We start by presenting the simulated process, which, for conve-
nience, is illustrated in the BPMN (Business ProcessModeling Notation)
model depicted in Fig. 4, and then describe the simulation and
evaluation.

The (hard) goal of the process is to reach a state where customers'
acceptance of delivery is achieved. Other states in which the process
might terminate (exception termination states) are states where deliv-
ery is canceled due to quality problems or where the customer rejects
delivery (due to quality problems or unacceptable delivery times). Var-
ious soft goals can be specified for the process, including overall cost,
product quality, time to delivery, and others.

The process includes several decision points. Some of the decisions
appear as XOR splits in the BPMN model, like the decision about the
raw material to be used (new or mixed), and the decision about the
quality inspection level. Other decisions are not shown as splits in the
model, and are implied by the nature of specific activities. Examples in-
clude determining the rate of overproduction, made during production
and intended to compensate for quality problems. Another implied de-
cision is the assignment of a specificworker for the order. The context of
the process includes external events, e.g., the appearance of some prob-
lem during production, and state variables standing for properties
known at process initiation. These include properties of the specific
product such as market type (medical product, cosmetics, food, etc.),
product size (from 0.05 to 10 l, roughly classified as small, medium,
and large), and others; order properties such as time to due date, max-
imum acceptable defect rate, and production plant properties such as
maintenance state of the machines.

Recall, we do not know which exact subset of these state variables
affects the relationship of path and termination. Still, there are some
properties which are known to be relevant, so approximate context cat-
egories can be established based on domain knowledge.

The evaluation included the following steps:

1. Pre-configuration of the simulation parameters. While the simu-
lation model exhibits partial consistency of the relationship
between context, path decisions, and outcomes, the actual vari-
ables affecting this relationship and their actual effect were not
known a-priori to the researchers. Rather, they were determined
by a pre-configuration step, randomly setting parameter values
based on defined distribution functions. This was intended to en-
sure a lack of bias that could stem from a-priori knowledge when
applying the procedure to the simulated data and proposing deci-
sion rules.

2. Simulation execution, generating 50,000 process instances. The
performance achieved in these instances was measured and
recorded.

3. Applying the procedure to instances of one approximate context cat-
egory to generate decision rules for this context category.

4. Embedding the rules in the simulation logic.
5. Repeating the simulation using the updated model to generate

50,000 new instances.
6. Performance measurement of the instances in the relevant context

category and comparisonwith performance achieved prior to the ap-
plication of the generated rules.
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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3 Note, the actual data from the bottle companywas not of sufficient quality in terms of
completeness and reliability to be used directly for learning. Hence it was decided to use
the observed behavior as a basis for simulated process instances whose quality would
be satisfactory.

Decision upon completion

Fig. 4. A BPMN representation of the simulated process.
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The main idea is to simulate a real life situation, where improve-
ment opportunities exist (stemming from the hidden relationship
context-path decisions-outcome). After applying the learning proce-
dure, the generated rules are ‘implemented’ – embedded in the sim-
ulation logic – and then it is possible to test whether performance
improvements have been achieved. Note that the rules that are for-
mulated through the procedure do not encompass all of the decision
variables. Rather, they are a subset identified by the tree. It is hence
of interest to check the extent to which performance can be im-
proved when implementing these rules.

4.1.1. Simulation settings
The simulation model of the bottle manufacturing process included

the process flow as depicted in Fig. 4, operation time distributions,
resources, and some decision rules that could be considered obvious
(e.g., to prefer assigning the highest-skill worker available). Other deci-
sions, as well as the behavior of performance variables, were represented
as parameterized distribution functions. These distribution functions
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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were defined based on the actual behavior as obtained in interviews
and observations at the bottlemanufacturing firm.3 The pre configuration
step randomly assigned values to the parameters of these functions,
so the actual behavior logic would be unknown to the researchers
who performed the simulation. The model, not including cases of
machine faults, entailed sixteen context variables and seventeen
path variables. Hence we had a relations matrix of 16*17 (context *
path variable combinations). The simulation pre-configuration
phase randomly selected: (a) the subset of context variables to be in-
volved in the values selection of path variables; (b) the subset of path
variables that are related to the selected context variables. (c) the logic
relating the randomly selected path variables to the randomly selected
context variables; (d) the subset of context and path variables affecting
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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Table 2
Performance of process instances in the selected context category.

Soft goal score Termination state
category

% of termination
state 1 instances

% of total
instances

0 1 2

1-Excellent NA 2,398 NA 20.4% 18.9%
2-Acceptable NA 8,837 NA 75.0% 69.6%
4-Unacceptable NA 548 NA 4.7% 4.3%
Total 806 11,783 104
% of total instances 6.3% 92.8% 0.8%
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the termination state; and finally (e) the logic which related the ran-
domly selected context and path variables to each category of termina-
tion state.

Three termination sets of states were distinguished for the process:
(0) order delivered but rejected by the customer, (1) order delivered
and accepted by the customer, and (2) delivery canceled. Among
these, only termination set 1 is desirable.

Using the simulated data of 50,000 process instances, we have per-
formed the learning procedure steps (see Fig. 1).

Step 1: establishing the learning objective. The learning objective
for the process considered three soft goals: delivery time
(aiming at its reduction), total cost of production (aiming at
its reduction), and product quality (aiming at its increase).
We considered delivery time as a leading performance dimen-
sion, so it would be weighted accordingly (see Step 3).

Step 2: Filtering irrelevant process instances. Since the learning objec-
tive addressed delivery time, we filtered out instances whose
termination state was in sets 0 and 2 (where delivery is can-
celled or the goods are rejected by the customer), and used
only those whose termination was in set 1 (order delivered
and accepted by the customer). Nevertheless, at the final evalu-
ation of the results achieved by the improved model, we have
also checked that the rate of instances in sets 0 and 2 has not in-
creased due to the new decision rules.

Step 3: Evaluating weighted soft goal scores. This step (as well as the
following ones) was performed to instances belonging to one
approximate context category, defined by a domain expert,
with instances of products designated for the medical market
where no machine fault has occurred. The computation of the
weighted score was done in two steps. First, threshold criteria
were set for each soft goal to establish a discrete measurement
scale (see Table 1).
Second, the scores assigned to each instance were weighted to
reflect the relative importance of the soft-goals (as obtained
in interviews with the operations manager):

SGw ¼ ð0:8 � SG1 del:timeð Þ þ 0:15 � SG2 Tot:costof productionð Þ
þ 0:05 � SG3 Productqualityð ÞÞ

Finally, the resulting score was rounded to 1 (excellent), 2
(acceptable), or 4 (unacceptable). Note that we have decided
to mark unacceptable results by 4 to make a clear distinction
between what is and what is not acceptable. This decision re-
flects specific managerial preferences, and can be altered in dif-
ferent situations. This measurement was applied to the
simulated process instances in the selected context category.
The result is given in Table 2.

Step 4: Path mining. This step used the data of the simulated process
instances of the selected context category and generated the
decision tree depicted in Fig. 5. The details of the leaf nodes of
the generated tree are given in Table 3.
The classification success rate of the tree, calculated as the % of
instances that are either in the uniform leaf nodes or in the larg-
est category in the mixed leaf nodes, is above 96% with a 0.3%
standard deviation of the classification success rate. Since the
Table 1
Threshold criteria for soft goal discrete values.

Soft goal Measured by Soft goal score

1 (Excellent) 2 (Acceptable) 4 (Unacceptable)

SG1 delivery time) Days b3 [3,6] N6
SG2 (Total cost of
production)

1000 USD b5.72 [5.72,10.46] N10.46

SG3 (Product
quality)

% defects b1 [1,3.4] N3.4
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smallest leaf node (12) includes 0.8% of the instances, we
used the entire tree for rule generation without pruning.

Step 5: Decision rule generation. The decision tree relatesmostly to de-
cision variables, with only one context variable (machinemain-
tenance state). The evaluation function we used considered the
probability of excellent performance in a node, with a minimal
score to a nodewhose probability of unacceptable performance
exceeded 10% (e.g., nodes 6 and 12).

Applying the algorithm, seven candidate rules have been gen-
erated: Positive(4,7), Positive(8,11), Positive(3,5), Positive(5,9),
Positive(11,17), Positive(10,15), and Positive(9,13). When consoli-
dating the rules, we took into account that the already defined
simulation logic of assigning the highest-skill worker available
has made the candidate rules Positive(4,7), Positive(5,9), Posi-
tive(11,17), and Positive(10,15) redundant. Hence, they were not
taken into account in the candidate rule set. After consolidation,
the following three decision rules, relating to two decision points
in the process were formulated.

Rule 1. Corresponding to the split from node 3 to nodes 5 and 6.

If (Quality control level = Medium) and (Machine Maintenance
state ≤ Medium)

Then: Select DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver.

Rule 2. Corresponding to the splits at nodes 3 and 8.

If (Quality control level = Medium) and (Worker skill level =
Novice | MediumLow)

Then: Select DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver.

Rule 3. Corresponding to the split from node 9 to nodes 13 and 14.

If (Quality control level = Medium) and (Machine Maintenance
state ≤ Medium) and (Worker skill level = Expert)

Then: Select % Over Production due to QA to ≤4.0%
Rules 1 and 2 relate to DecisionUponCompletion; Rule 1 is Posi-

tive(3,5), which has not been consolidated with any other rule.
Rule 2 consolidates Positive(8,11) with Positive(3,5). It applies to
cases where the worker skill level is not one of the most preferred
ones, and indicates that in this case, regardless of the maintenance
state of the machine, the better decision upon completion would be
to deliver the order. This recommendation is understandable consid-
ering the low weight of the quality soft goal and the high weight of
on-time delivery in the defined objective function. Finally, Rule 3 re-
lates to the decision on over-production percentage and builds on
Positive(9,13).

4.2. Results

The three rules were embedded into the simulation logic, which
was then used for generating 50,000 new process instances. As in
the first simulation run, we isolated the instances belonging to the
medical market context category and evaluated the performance.
The results, presented in Table 4, show that the suggested decision
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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Fig. 5. The decision tree generated for the context category ofmedical products in the plastic bottlemanufacturing process. Outcome performance assessed as 1 (excellent), 2 (acceptable),
and 4 (unacceptable).
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rules lead to an increase of 16.2% in the number of instances whose
performance was excellent and a reduction of 74.5% in the number
of process instances with unacceptable performance, as compared
to the results of the initial simulation. These are measured with re-
spect to the process instances whose termination state category
was 1 (the customer accepted the delivered goods). Also note, that
although the rules were suggested only based on analyzing the in-
stances of termination state category 1, there was no significant
change in the share of the other two termination state categories (in-
stances of termination state 1 decreased only by 0.3%). Termination
states 0 (customer rejects) and 2 (delivery cancelled by the organi-
zation) stand for process instances that did not achieve the hard
goal of the process. Hence, while improving the soft goal-related per-
formance, we kept the hard goal success rate almost constant. The in-
stances of termination state 1 (delivery approved by the customer)
form the majority of the process instances (92.5%), thus every im-
provement in this category is of importance.

4.3. Additional insights

In addition to the rule-based improvement, the decision tree can
provide insights for the human decisionmaker, who can raise questions
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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and creatively explore further improvement possibilities. We provide
two examples for such possibilities.

Example 1: The decision tree indicates a major effect of the mainte-
nance state of the machine on the process outcome.
Table 5 presents the decision tree data (see Fig. 5) orga-
nized by machine maintenance state and worker skill
level. It can be seen that formachines of goodmaintenance
state, excellent outcome instances amount to 73% (17.02%
out of 23.3%), while for machines whose maintenance
state is medium or less only 16.2% (3.96% out of 24.4%) of
the instances have excellent performance. Similarly, unac-
ceptable performance was reported for 3.4% of the in-
stances where machine state was good, as compared to
15.1% for a maintenance state of medium or less. Based
on these results, it can be considered to increase the fre-
quency of maintenance operations routinely performed
to the machines. Even without such actions, Table 5 indi-
cates that the effect of worker skill level depends on
the maintenance state of the machine. While for well-
maintained machines novice and Med-low skill workers
achieved excellent outcome in 33.2% of the process
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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Listing 1. Recursive scoring and rule generation function, using the following global node data: Node.type: can be ‘context’, ‘decision’, or ‘leaf’; Node.positive: holds Positive rule for the
node; Node.negative: holds Negative rule for the node; Node.scorevalue: holds the score of the node.
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instances theywere assigned to, no excellent outcomewas
achieved by them for machinemaintenance state of medi-
um or less. This might imply that instead of assigning
lower-skilled workers randomly when no higher skilled
workers are available (the current rule), it should be pre-
ferred to assign these workers to better maintained ma-
chines, and thus increase their chances of achieving
higher outcomes.

Example 2: Rules 1 and 2, preferring a decision upon completion of
delivery (avoiding 100% inspection), might raise doubts
since they practically eliminate 100% inspection when
facing severe quality problems (for the specific context
category). They are a result of the relatively high weight
of time to delivery as compared to the quality soft goal in
our defined objective. Different weights would likely
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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lead to different performance assessment and to differ-
ent recommendations. Facing the given recommenda-
tions, the decision maker might consider changing the
soft-goal weights. A closer look at the detailed soft-goal
scores of nodes 6 and 12 in the tree reveals that the un-
acceptable performance reflects not only delays in time
to delivery, but also high costs due to the inspection
work and wasted material. The second simulation,
where 100% inspection was avoided, yielded a small in-
crease in the instances rejected by the customer, proba-
bly cases where the quality was low due to applying the
rules. However, this increase is only by 0.2% of the total
instances, while the decrease in the unacceptable out-
come is by 3.2% of the total instances. Hence, it seems
the rules are justified.
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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Table 3
Leaf nodes in the decision tree (Fig. 5).

Leaf
node

Parent
node

Leaf node semantics (smt) % of total
instances

Score distribution

Excellent Accept. Unacceptable

1 0 QALevel = High 52.3% 100%
6 3 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state ≤ Medium) and (DecisionUponCompletion = Inspect) 3.7% 100%
7 4 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machinemaintenance state N Medium) and (Worker skill level = MedHigh or Expert) 13.9% 100%
12 8 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state N Medium) and (Worker skill level = MedLow or

Novice) and (DecisionUponCompletion = Inspect)
0.8% 100%

13 9 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state ≤ Medium) and (DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver)
and (Worker skill level = Expert) and (% Over production due to QA ≤ 4)

3.2% 100%

14 9 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state ≤ Medium) and (DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver)
and (Worker skill level = Expert) and (% Over production due to QA N 4)

3.3% 100%

15 10 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state ≤ Medium) and (DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver)
and (Worker skill level = MedHigh)

5.7% 13.3% 86.7%

16 10 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state ≤ Medium) and (DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver)
and (Worker skill level = Novice or MedLow)

8.4% 100%

17 11 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state N Medium) and (Worker skill level = MedLow) and
(DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver)

5.3% 47.1% 52.9%

18 11 (QALevel = Medium) and (Machine maintenance state N Medium) and (Worker skill level = Novice) and
(DecisionUponCompletion = Deliver)

3.3% 18.8% 81.2%
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5. Discussion

The simulation results demonstrate the potential value of the pro-
posed approach and its capability of achieving improvement in business
processes. The simulation logic was intended to resemble a real life
situation, where some decision rules are explicit (e.g., assigning a
worker based on skill level), while others might have some implicit
logic and are applied not in a fully consistent manner or not at all.
This was imitated by the distribution functions assigned to process
decisions. The proposed procedure provides explicit decision criteria
to the decisions that most likely affect the performance level
achieved by the process, thus they promote an overall improvement
in the performance. This effect is not necessarily known in advance,
especially since it might be different for different context categories.
It is discovered by the decision tree analysis for each context catego-
ry separately.

Applying the procedure to the simulated process instances, we
considered a specific objective function (manifested as the weighted
soft goal score), which presumably captures the goals and priorities of
a specific enterprise. The following analysis and recommended
rules are a result of this defined objective. The recommended rules
should be approved by the process owner before they are implemented,
possibly by simulating the modified process as was done here. In case
the generated rules seem to contradict their view of desirable perfor-
mance, the procedure can be reapplied with a different objective
function, or different weighing schemes can be tested until the recom-
mendations are in line with the process owner's or management view.
This can serve as a means for reaching an accurate and agreed upon
objective.

The proposed procedure can be used periodically and promote
continuous process improvement in two main ways. First, when
Table 4
Results of the second simulation run.

Soft goal score Termination state category % of t
instan

0
(Reject delivery)

1
(Approve delivery)

2
(Cancel delivery)

Befor

1-Excellent NA 2,746 NA 20.4%
2-Acceptable NA 8,687 NA 75.0%
4-Unaccept. NA 136 NA 4.7%
Total 825 11,569 116
% of total instances 6.5% 92.5% 0.9%
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the decision tree reveals contextual effects such as the machine
maintenance state, it might be possible to refine the definitions of
the approximate context categories. When the procedure is then
reapplied, the analysis would be performed tomore accurate context
categories, e.g., separately addressing medical products whose ma-
chine state is good, medium, and bad. This can result in finer-
grained decision criteria and lead to further improvements. Second,
when new decision criteria emerge from using the procedure, this
is expected to lead to a more uniform decision making. Performing
the analysis after a time period would enable the identification
of other affecting variables, whose effect was ‘hidden’ before, as
they were less dominant than the ones addressed by the newly ap-
plied decision criteria. This, again, is expected to drive further
improvement.

The main limitation of the proposed approach is that it relies on
statistically established data, hence is not suitable for learning from ex-
ceptional situations or lines of action. Rather, it requires sufficient repe-
tition of a line of action (or decision path) to draw conclusions from.
This has two main consequences. First, the approach is only applicable
to an already established process, where sufficient data of past execu-
tions is available. Second, if some ad-hoc action is taken differently
than the normal procedures, or when a new path is introduced to the
process, it cannot be immediately assessed. Only after accumulating suf-
ficient experience, will our procedure be capable of addressing it and
drawing experience-based rules for taking this path. Similarly, if the
performance achieved by some newly introduced path is extremely
low, this would better be evaluated by a human so the path is avoided
before sufficient experience is accumulated for the procedure to recom-
mend it. If mixed results are obtained, then the procedure might assist
in recommending when a path should be used and when it should not
(based on context).
ermination state 1
ces

% of total instances Improvement

e rules After rules Before rules After rules Termin. state 1 Total instances

23.7% 18.9% 22% 16.2% 16.4%
75.1% 69.6% 69.4% NA NA
1.2% 4.3% 1.1% 74.5% 74.4%
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Table 5
Decision tree analysis by machine maintenance level and worker skill.

Machine maintenance state N medium (23.3% of the instances)

Worker skill
Outcome

Expert Med-high Med-low Novice Total

Excellent
13.90%

2.50% 0.62% 17.02%

Acceptable
0.00%

2.80% 2.68% 5.48%

Unacceptable
0.00%

0.80% 0.80%

Machine maintenance state ≤ medium (24.4% of the instances)

Expert Med–high Med-low Novice total

Excellent 3.20% 0.76% 0.00% 0.00% 3.96%
Acceptable 3.30% 4.94% 8.400% 16.64%
Unacceptable 3.70% 3.70%
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Another related limitation is that the procedure filters out process
instances for which the objective function cannot be evaluated. These
are usually process instances where exceptions have occurred. As a
result, these exceptions are not considered and learnt from, even if
their number is sufficient for statistical analysis. Furthermore, any
causality that might exist between some context or path variable
and the occurrence of exceptions is overlooked. The motivation for the
decision to filter out exceptions was to provide a firm basis for compar-
ison and evaluation of the process instance's performance. It turns out
that the proposed procedure currently enables improvement of what
is considered ‘normal’ behavior. Yet, it can easily be extended to also ad-
dress the exceptions whose number is significant enough for statistical
analysis, by assigning them some below unacceptable performance
score.

The evaluation of the approach, as reported in this paper, is based on
simulated data of one specific process. This can be perceived as a limita-
tion of the evaluation. Still, applying the procedure to the simulatedpro-
cess provides a firm indication that improvement can be achieved
following our approach. Further investigations of the extent of improve-
ment and the kinds of processes it is applicable to are still needed.More-
over, while the analysis of separate context categories intends to
increase the accuracy of the results, we might obtain rules which are
hard to implementwhen all context categories are considered together.
In particular, this applies to rules related to the allocation of scarce re-
sources. Considering each context category separately cannot indicate
how to prioritize the use of such resources. This should also be consid-
ered at a larger scale realistic experimentation with the proposed
procedure.

6. Related work

Process improvement has traditionally been considered a manual
task, requiring human creativity and expertise. Support offered for this
task hasmainly beenmethodological (e.g., [17]), also aided bymeasure-
ment and monitoring applications such as Business Activity Monitoring
(BAM) [13]. Such applications support identifying improvement
opportunities (e.g., identifying bottlenecks in the process), while the
improvements themselves are designed by humans (e.g., introducing
concurrency of certain tasks).

Similarly, process mining analysis methods have been proposed
[1], identifying performance bottlenecks that can or should be
addressed by improvement initiatives. The performance indicators
addressed are mainly time, and to some extent resource usage.
Considering time, process mining-based performance analysis [1]
can identify parts of the process where tasks are delayed, per-
formance time statistics, and more. Considering resources, it is
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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possible to identify the number of employees involved in a process
or in parts of it [27], and the extent of communication between
them. Based on this analysis, process designers can suggest im-
provement directions, and measure their results once they are
implemented.

As opposed to traditional, human-based improvement approaches,
some automated or semi-automated approaches for improving or
predicting process performance have been proposed. Reviewing these
works, we shall address the three process aspects emphasized by our
approach, to enable comparison with our work. First, we discuss the
process decisions that are guided and supported by each approach. Sec-
ond, the extent to which context is taken into account. Third, theway in
which performance is addressed.

6.1. Guiding process decisions

The decision rules generated by our approach relate to all kinds of
decision variables, including control-flow (path selection) decisions
as well as decisions made within activities, not explicitly viewed in
the process model (e.g., determining over-production %). In contrast,
most of the reviewed works support only control-flow related deci-
sions. In particular, this is common to runtime operational support
approaches, providing recommendations for activity selection
[2,15,16,18,24,26,31] or performance predictions [1,32] based on a
partial trace of the execution up to a certain moment. Other ap-
proaches [5,9,14], similarly to our approach, propose an off-line peri-
odic analysis, aimed at generating rules for future process
improvement. However, these rules relate to activity and path selec-
tion decisions only. A different kind of decision support is proposed
in [25], using a process mining-based simulation model that ad-
dresses multiple process instances running in parallel. The simula-
tion starts from the current state as depicted in the workflow
system, and creates logs of simulated process instances, which can
be analyzed for evaluating alternative plans, concerning resource al-
location among the different process instances. This aspect is not ad-
dressed by our approach, which relates to decisions taken within a
single process instance.

6.2. The effect of context of decision-making

The effect of context on process decisions and resulting performance
is largely overlooked by works in this area. Many approaches
[1,9,25,26,32] relate to the state where a decision is made as the set of
activities performed up to that moment, disregarding other environ-
mental effects. Context is implicitly acknowledged in [20,24,31]. These
works propose a business process life-cycle that relies on ADEPT [23],
which is an adaptive process management system, allowing ad-hoc
changes to the process model at runtime. These changes are mined
later on and serve for process improvement [15]. The selection of
change operation at a given situation is supported by a case-based rea-
soning (CBR) mechanism which retrieves previous change operations
that were made at similar situations (cases) [24,31]. The situation is
characterized by a textual problem description and a set of question–
answer pairs. These can capture contextual information as well as any
other information. Hence, while context is not explicitly addressed by
this approach, it can still be taken into account as part of the change
considerations. Context is also implicitly addressed by [14,18,30,32],
who use state information as a basis for decision support and for predic-
tions. However, no distinction is made between the state of the process
(internal variables) and the context (environmental effects). One
approach[5] bears much resemblance to ours, addressing context
explicitly, and building on a combination of context and path to achieve
improved performance. Similarly to [20] and [24], it allows run
time modifications and then mines these modifications to suggest pro-
cess variants. These variants are context-based, and are expected to im-
prove process performance. However, it differs from our approach in
cision making based on past experience, Decis. Support Syst. (2013),
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addressing only activity selection (control flow)decisions, and not deci-
sions that are taken within the activities.

6.3. Process performance

Performance assessment is addressed in variousways by the various
approaches reviewed here. Some of the approaches are limited to a sin-
gle performance metric, such as time [1,26] or efficiency [9]. Some en-
able relying on past experience, but without explicitly considering the
performance achieved [15,24], or with some informal user ratings
[18,31]. Addressing defined performance indicators or objectives, in a
similar manner to our approach, is enabled by [5,14,30,32]. However,
the performance indicators of [24] and [32] differ from our objective
being defined on a binary scale (success/failure). Both approaches at-
tempt to predict performance indicators based on intermediary metrics
that reflect runtime state.

Finally, the existing approaches can also be characterized by the
mechanism used for supporting process decisions or for perfor-
mance prediction. Process mining is a basis for a number of ap-
proaches. It is used for performance prediction in [1]; for activity
recommendation when using a declarative process model in
[25,26]; for generating a simulation model in [19]; and for mining
ad-hoc process changes in [15,5]. Case based reasoning (CBR) is
used in [20,24,31] for retrieving similar cases to a given situation.
The advantage of CBR is the ability to learn from ad-hoc changes
and exceptional situations without having to wait for sufficient ex-
perience to be accumulated. This is not possible when following our
approach. Furthermore, the adaptive process management system
[18] over which CBR approaches operate, allows an increased vari-
ability gained through the ad-hoc changes to which the decisions
apply. This kind of extended variability is also supported by [18].
In contrast, the variability supported by our approach includes the
different paths in the process model, as well as combinations of
parts of previous paths, that can be different than all existing path
traces. However, the CBR-based approach does not provide for a
systematic assessment of the performance associated with a case.
Additionally, the cases in the case base can be considered as anec-
dotal evidence rather than a statistically established one. As op-
posed to our approach, CBR relies on specific cases at a time,
unlike our approach which aggregates knowledge from a corpus of
cases. Hence, CBR approaches are not certain to improve process
performance.

Various clustering and machine learning approaches are
also used [9,14,18]. In particular, decision trees are used by
[14,30,32]. Grigori et al. [14] propose a comprehensive framework
for analyzing, mining, improving processes, and predicting their
runtime performance. Similarly to our approach, they use decision
trees to identify influential factors on performance. Unlike in our
procedure, the decision trees are applied to all available process
instances without separating them based on their context, and
this might reduce the accuracy of the results, since large variations
in the behavior, stemming from contextual differences, might
hamper the ability of the tree to reveal the outcomes of decisions
taken at a given context. For prediction, a set of decision trees are
used at different phases of the process, each considering the state
variables whose value can be known at that phase. Decision trees
are used by[30] and [32], attempting to predict key performance
indicators on a binary scale from past process instances data.
They use a decision tree analysis to discover dependencies
between process metrics, not necessarily related to process
decisions.

In summary, supporting process decisions based on past experience
is currently an emerging area. Compared to existing approaches, our
approach has two main advantages. It supports both control flow
decisions and decisions embedded in process activities, and it
builds on a clear distinction of context categories. While some of
Please cite this article as: J. Ghattas, et al., Improving business process de
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the reviewed approaches address one of these issues, none of them
addresses both. In addition, although most works include some experi-
mental evaluation, either using real data sets or simulated ones, the per-
formance assessment is usually not comparable to ours, either being
restricted to specific performance metrics or to informal ratings, and
when more generic metrics are used, their range of values is limited
to binary ones.
7. Conclusions

The importance of supporting decisionmaking in business processes
for improving business performance has long been acknowledged.
The approach presented in this paper emphasizes three aspects in
this respect. First, relating to all process decisions, including activity
selection as well as decisions embedded within activities. Second,
taking the context in which decisions are made into account. Third,
assessing business performance in terms of clearly specified goals. Ana-
lyzing these three elements in data of past process instances, the ap-
proach identifies partial consistencies in the behavior, which may
reflect some experience acquired by individual workers over the
years. We thus believe that our approach could facilitate organizational
learning and a transformation of tacit knowledge, possessed by individ-
uals, into explicit knowledge shared by all, in the form of clear decision
rules.

The proposed approach builds on sound conceptual foundations that
enable precise definitions of the concepts involved. In particular, since a
GPM process operates over a defined domain, a clear distinction of con-
text is made, unlike in some of related works. In addition, the state-
based view supports the approach in addressing all process decisions,
as opposed to activity-based process views, where the focus tends to
be on control-flow decisions.

A main limitation of the approach is its inability to relate to excep-
tional situations or new lines of action, before they acquire sufficient
experience data. A possible research direction that follows is to extend
our approach by CBR-based methods that should apply to unique or
new situations. Allowing the approach to operate over an adaptive pro-
cess management system would allow for more variations that follow
ad-hoc changes. Then adaptation to less-frequent variations would be
necessary. Further evaluation of the approach by applying it to real
data of different domains should enable better understanding of its
applicability.
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